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Volunteers Helping
Patients to Lead Healthy
Lives
Torbay Hospital
now has lifestyles
screening and
advice volunteers
around the hospital,
making it the first
hospital in the South
West to do so.
(Back) Andrea Trotman, Volunteer Project Officer,
Simon Acton, Volunteer Project Manager, (Front)
A total of six
Lifestyles
volunteers, Holly Rogers and Glenn Jarvis
volunteers have
now been trained and they are based across various areas of the
hospital including the emergency assessment unit and pre
assessment wards, with patients in these areas being offered some
basic screening and advice by the volunteers.
Following advice, volunteers are able to offer information and
signposting for smoking, alcohol, physical activity, social isolation,
debt, carers support and nutrition. They can also refer patients who
may need extra help and support directly into the correct service for
more specialist advice.
Simon Acton, Volunteer Project Manager said: “People often come
into hospital to be treated for a specific health needs and are
discharged as soon as their physical needs have been resolved.
However, we know that smoking, drinking alcohol and what we eat
can have a dramatic impact on our long term health and likelihood of
developing long term or life threatening conditions such as cancer,
stroke or heart attack.
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Volunteers Helping Patients to Lead
Healthy Lives contd.
“By using volunteers, we hope that we will be able get early recognition of
any worrying lifestyle habits and help get those people who want to
change an aspect of their lifestyle the right support to do so. By putting in
place health prevention referrals in this way we may be able to prevent
the need for people to be readmitted in the future”
“Volunteers really do play a vital role in our health and social care system and by asking
them to do this instead of clinical staff, we are able to ease the pressure on our excellent
but already stretched workforce now and in the future through prevention.”
Holly Rogers, a Hospital Lifestyle Screening Volunteer said: “I am in recovery myself after
experiencing drug and alcohol issues. I have and still use services in Torbay, including ones
the Trust provides but an important part of my recovery is helping other people.
“By volunteering in the service I am able to help people access the support they need to
improve their lifestyles. Sometimes it is signposting people to services that can help with
weight loss and other times it can involve more in depth discussions that draw upon my own
experiences. There isn’t a shift where I haven’t been able to help at least one person in one
way or another.”
Hope Trimmer, aged 21, Hospital Lifestyle Screening Volunteer: “I have been working as a
volunteer when I am back home in the holidays from university, where I am studying to be a
Psychotherapist.
“After having had personal experience of growing up with a parent who has an addiction I
wanted to see what it was like from the other side and the help and support that I might be
able to give and I’ve been working as a volunteer at the drug and alcohol service and at the
hospital whenever I can.
“The screening tool is really quick and easy to use but the most important thing is that it
creates conversation and by taking the time to chat to people we have been able to
understand their lifestyles and what support, if any is needed.
“We can signpost people to the right services and sometimes that is all that is needed to
help people make a simple change.”
In order to undertake the role the volunteers took part in an intensive training programme.
Although the volunteer initiative started back in the summer, it continues to go from strength
to strength. Initially the volunteer led screening programme has been run within the
emergency assessment units but it is hoped that the programme will expand eventually to
all wards and departments.
If you are interested in becoming a lifestyles screening and brief advice volunteer
you can get in touch with the lifestyles team via 01803 604330.
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From 10th October
2017 to 17th January
2018 we have had
37 new volunteers
start at the Trust
(plus more pending).
We have welcomed:
Complementary
Therapist
Rhiannon
Falls Prevention
Ambassador
John
HOPE Cofacilitator/Trainers
Penny
Kate
Life Care Radio
Rosalea
Matthew

Lifestyles
Screening and Brief
Advice
Vicki
Susan
Patricia
Sophie
Torbay Mealtime
Companions
Ashmee
Eleanor
Caitlin
Clara
Toby
Clodagh
Shaun
Lucas
Domokos
Katie
Vicki

Newton Abbot
Hospital League
of Friends
Sheila
Brenda
Mary
Pets as Therapy Templer Ward
Mary
Recovery Mentors
Marc
Chris
Torbay Hospital
League of Friends
Doreen
Jane
Catherine

Torbay Hospital
Radio
Leanne
Geoff
Tower Sound
Hospital Radio
Ceri
Steven
Ward Buddy Templer
Chesten
Way Finders
Samuel
Jessica

Long-Serving Volunteers
Between November 2017 and January 2018 we have 5
volunteers celebrating milestone years volunteering at the
Trust.
5 YEARS
Emily - Torbay Mealtime
Companion
Sandy - Newton Abbot
Mealtime Companion
Jacqueline - Torbay Hospital
League of Friends Tea Trolley

15 YEARS
Jenifer - Newton Abbot
League of Friends Tea
Trolley
25 YEARS
Maureen - Chaplaincy
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Congratulations to all our
long-serving volunteers,
your time and hard work
given is very much
appreciated each and
every day!
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Thanks to Alex
In December we said a huge ‘thank you’ and ‘goodbye’ to one of our volunteer Way
Finders. Alex (pictured below) has helped hundreds of people find their way around
the hospital over the 8 weeks he has volunteered.
Alex is part of the ‘Aspire’ programme which
helps to give young people with learning disability
or autistic spectrum condition the skills to gain
competitive paid employment. As part of the
programme, Alex will rotate working across
various services to gain lots of experience and
skills. We would like to wish Alex the very best of
luck with his next placement.
Alex (left) with Michael, Lead Volunteer for
the Way Finders at Torbay Hospital

Congratulations
Kathleen & Peter
The Trust’s Staff Heroes Awards presentation
was held in the Bayview Restaurant on
Tuesday 19 December 2017. Certificates were
presented to award winning staff and
Peter (right) pictured with Chief Nurse Jane Viner
volunteers by Chief Executive Mairead
McAlinden, Chairman Sir Richard Ibbotson and the Trust Executive Directors.
The Staff Hero Awards are a way of recognising the hard work and commitment of our
staff and volunteers and to publicly say thank you to them in the workplace.
The nominations were judged by members of the Foundation Trust Governors, Wendy
Marshfield, Publicly Elected Governor, and Anna Pryor, Staff Governor.
We would like to congratulate Kathleen and Peter on their volunteer nominations and
wins. Kathleen volunteers weekly on the Ricky Grant Unit and Peter with the League of
Friends at Newton Abbot Hospital.
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Volunteer Spotlight
This issue the Carers Telephone Line tell us a
little about what they do each week...
There are an estimated 18,000
unpaid carers in Torbay caring for
family members, friends, or
neighbours. The Carers4Carers
telephone line service has been
running for around 7 years and is
funded by Torbay and South Devon
NHS Foundation Trust to support
unpaid carers.
The strength of the telephone line
team is that they are all active local
Pictured left to right; Lynn, Glynis, Nan, Mike and Val, the
Volunteer Manager
carers or ex-carers and have an in
depth understanding of the difficulties faced by being a full time unpaid carer.
The team give their time up on a weekly basis with the aim to provide an effective high quality
service. They provide emotional support and help deal with problems ranging from terminal
illness to the everyday frustrations of caring for someone. Cooking tips and a working
knowledge of TV soaps is also an advantage! Calls are made on a Tuesday evening between
5.00 p.m. and 9.00 p.m.
Above all it is an excellent example of how the community has come together to help itself. The
team won the 2014/2015 Blue Shield Award – awarded each year to groups or individuals
working within the NHS, recognising the valuable contributions made from both the professional
and voluntary sector.
If you feel that this service is for you, why don’t
Lynn
you contact Val Shute the Carer’s telephone line
It feels like a privilege to talk to unpaid
Manager and Co-ordinator on 07596103291.
carers. Having experienced being a
carer myself, I know what it is like to feel
isolated and unsupported; I would have
Glynis
liked to have received a call from a
I find volunteering on the carer’s telephone
friendly voice myself on a regular basis if
line very rewarding. After a few times
the service had been available when I
speaking to the same carer they are able to
was a carer. I look forward to talking to
open up to me and seem to enjoy and
my carers every week and enjoy the
benefit from the weekly calls that I make.
ranges of conversation this brings.
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Volunteer Spotlight contd.
Mike
‘I have been with the telephone line since its conception and have some forty years
experience in telephone counselling. I have cared for my wife who has mental health
issues and a terminal brain tumour for most of that time. I enjoy my time on the telephone
line and it is a privilege to be part of our team and the excellent supportive work done in
Torbay by the Trust for unpaid carers. For me personally it is a chance to spend time with
carers who often feel isolated in their caring role knowing that they are talking to someone
who has experienced similar circumstances. The unpaid carer is given time to express
their feelings in a safe environment. An evening’s duty is a two way shared roller coaster
of emotions; sadness to hilarity. Hopefully it is an opportunity to empathise, sympathise,
but not necessarily resolve issues. At the end of any contact the important thing for me is
that the carer knows that they are valued, feel respected and above
all supported in their role as an unpaid carer.’

David
I never tire of speaking to my ‘telephone friends’, most of the time
just talking about everyday life. We do have a list of contacts
regarding care or benefits etc. should it come up in the conversation
but mostly it’s about their plans or what sort of day they’ve had or
what they’ve had or are having for dinner. Often, the subject of food
comes up which I am happy to talk about, sometimes raising a
Pictured above; David
muffled laugh from a fellow volunteer - but we’ve all got to eat and
for some carers cooking may be something they’re not used to or
are faced with a special diet for the person they care for. So why do I do it?.... simply I
enjoy it. My daughter first encouraged me to apply, offering to look after her Mum whilst I
was out. When asked at the interview, why did I want to volunteer and what makes me
think I would be suitable, my answer was to hopefully let a carer know that they are not
alone. Having spent 15 years caring for my wife, from the occasional help early on to the
last ten years, where all but one hour a day and three hours respite a week, it was 24/7, I
think I know how hard it can sometimes be to get what you want for the person you care
for. Caring is not a job you apply for, there’s no interview, no list of past experience, you
just move into the role.
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Nan
I have been a volunteer for sometime now and I come in for
about an hour and a half; it is absolutely fab. We all have a
good relationship at the phone line and there is plenty of
privacy during phone calls. This helps as carers like to
know that what we discuss is private. Carers often want to
have a laugh and it’s nice to be able to cheer them up,
which seems to really help. Really it is a win-win situation
for everybody. I thought that I might find it difficult to talk to
strangers, but I don’t, they get to know you and you get to
know them and its fab. I love it.

Susan
When I volunteered for Carers4Carers, I was completely
unaware of the personal benefits I would enjoy by doing
so. Volunteering, I have found, can help take the mind off
one’s worries and be enlivening. This is due to the carers
I am fortunate enough to talk with on a Tuesday evening.
I have been impressed by how unreservedly they give of
their time and energy in caring for others, sometimes for
many, many hours each week, demonstrating a
willingness to do whatever is needed with patience,
compassion, skill and a positive attitude. Yet they still find
time, not only to share any anxieties and let off steam, but
to share humour, new ideas and happenings during our
telephone calls. I have learnt much
from this experience with other carers –
such unsung heroes! Thank you.

Left to right; Denise, Janet and Sue

contd.
Janet
The Carers telephone
line for me is about
offering a listening ear,
friendliness and support
to carers whose caring
role often leaves them
feeling isolated and
lonely. Talking to
someone else can and
does make a real
difference. Conversations
we have are not
particularly about their
caring role but about any
subject they wish, or just
sharing their worries or
concerns with a fellow
carer who can relate to
the difficulties which go
hand in hand with the
role of carer.
For me it is most
rewarding when the carer
tells me they feel much
better after our
conversation.

Val – Volunteer Manager
I work with such a fantastic group of people, all very caring;
in fact the main criteria of volunteering for this service is that
all volunteers must have had some experience of caring so
that they can empathise with the carers that we call. I have
been running the line for the past 7 years having set it up
after the idea was put forward by Mike one of my volunteers
during a carer’s forum and it has been growing and
improving ever since.
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Vacancies & Opportunities
The South Devon Kidney Unit
needs Tea Trolley Volunteers

Way Finders Needed for
Torbay Hospital

The Kidney Unit on Edginswell Business
Park urgently needs volunteers to run the
Tea Trolley Service on both week days
and weekends.
Patients in the Kidney Unit are on kidney
dialysis and are on restricted liquids.
Volunteers would provide a tea trolley
service to patients who are keen to have a
hot drink. They would also clear the cups
to the kitchen area
and stack the
dishwasher.
If interested and feel
you could help
please contact the
Volunteer Services
on:
01803 210519
or by email:
volunteers.sdhct@nhs.net

Torbay Hospital needs more Way Finder
volunteers. We are currently looking to
recruit more Way Finders to assist
visitors with navigating their way around
the hospital site and accompanying them
where appropriate.

Contact:

Way Finders will need to be confident
and approachable and be able to actively
ask people if they require any assistance.
Interested participants must undertake
some induction training prior to
undertaking their first shift.
For further information,
please email
volunteers.sdhct@nhs.net
or call 01803 210519

Please share your views, news, photos and personal
stories about volunteering by emailing:
r.doidge@nhs.net
or posting your articles to:
Becki Doidge
Bay House
Unit 2 Riviera Park
Nicholson Road
TQ2 7TD
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